Presented by a partner of DECREASE IN LOST RESOURCES AFTER IMPLEMENTING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

TYPICAL SAVINGS ACHIEVED WHEN USING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (GARTNER INC.)

EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES FROM ACQUISITION TO DISPOSITION ENSURES THAT THE RIGHT RESOURCE IS DELIVERED AT THE RIGHT TIME TO THE RIGHT PERSON FOR THE RIGHT PURPOSE

With Resource Management Software

School District Savings:

75% DECREASE IN LOST RESOURCES AFTER IMPLEMENTING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

5–35% TYPICAL SAVINGS ACHIEVED WHEN USING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (GARTNER INC.)

School districts now have more at risk than ever

Sample Chromebook 1:1 District-Wide Initiative

10,000 Chromebooks x $275 = $2.75 MIL.

3% Loss = $82,500 7% Loss = $192,500

Sample iPad 1:1 District-Wide Initiative

3,000 iPads x $575 = $1.7 MIL.

3% Loss = $51,750 7% Loss = $120,750

School District Savings:

75% DECREASE IN LOST RESOURCES AFTER IMPLEMENTING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

5–35% TYPICAL SAVINGS ACHIEVED WHEN USING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (GARTNER INC.)

Without Resource Management Software

School District Audits Uncover:

Missing 230 Devices Worth $200,000

West Coast Metro Area

Another 3,105 Laptops, Desktops, iPads

District Averages

18% - 25% Loss in Inventory Over 3 Years

18 School Sample

Missing 1,817 Laptops + Desktops

East Coast Metro Area

Students are responsible for more district resources than ever before

Potential Resources Under Control of One High School Student (Average):

Textbooks: $390

Band Uniform: $350

Instrument: $2,500

Laptop: $275

Graphing Calculator: $125

Sports Uniform: $55

$3,695 Total
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With Resource Management Software

School District Savings:

75% DECREASE IN LOST RESOURCES AFTER IMPLEMENTING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

5–35% TYPICAL SAVINGS ACHIEVED WHEN USING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (GARTNER INC.)

Effective management of resources from acquisition to disposition ensures that the right resource is delivered at the right time to the right person for the right purpose
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